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iXerv Announces New Delivery and Development Centers
in Bogotá, Colombia
The new facilities are the next step in an on-going regional expansion by the global
SAP SuccessFactors services partner
BOGOTA (April 26, 2019) – iXerv, a global provider of implementation and strategic services for SAP SuccessFactors,
announced today the opening of a new corporate office, service center, and development center in Bogotá, Colombia.
The new service center houses up to 60 consultants and provides SAP SuccessFactors services and support to
customers in South America and across the globe.
The research and development center will be the home of the newly formed iXerv Labs and will contain up to 200
consultants who are dedicated to three primary functions: SAP SuccessFactors integration, SAP Cloud Platform
Integration development, and ABAP/4 development. The latter unit will work hand-in-hand with SAP’s
Upgrade2Success program through the development of tools and services that facilitate data migration from SAP
on-premise system to SAP SuccessFactors cloud-based solutions.
“This is our first Delivery Center in Latin America and it will provide support for operations across all of the Americas,”
said Luke Marson, Executive Director and President, iXerv Americas. “This new facility is an example of our increased
commitment to the region, our clients and the SAP ecosystem.”
"At SAP SuccessFactors, we are proud to see how our partners have been growing in the region,” said Nelson
Restrepo, Vice President HCM Strategic Sales Latin America at SAP. “iXerv has played a key role in the implementation
of several digital transformation projects from On Premise to Cloud (Upgrade2Success). Having them now with this
new office in Colombia gives us the peace of mind that our clients in the region will have great support with local
resources to cover their business needs and knowledge of the solutions they demand."
“SAP is proud that its partners are expanding their operations in the region and that they chose Colombia as a talent
export center,” said Luisa Oliveros, Channel Sales Director, LAC North for SAP. “We wish iXerv great success as a
partner of SAP SuccessFactors in SAP LAC North region.”
“These new operations signal iXerv’s continued growth and development in Latin America and Caribbean regions,”
said Julian Velasquez, COO for iXerv in Latin America and Caribbean (LAC). “We thank our clients and partners for the
confidence in us and we will continue to provide services and solutions that not only improve a customer’s operations,
but also innovate and transform the Human Resources area of their organizations.”
To learn more about iXerv’s SAP SuccessFactors expertise in Latin America or across the globe, to discuss customer
references, or to schedule a discussion about your organization’s cloud HCM plans, please contact info@ixerv.com.
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